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A few months ago, an

acquaintance asked me whether she

needed a college degree to succeed

as a court interpreter. I had not really

thought about this issue very much,

as college tends to be a natural step

in the lives of most professionals, but

the question is more than valid. The

answer is a bit more complicated

than it seems, but basically I would

say yes, you should probably have a

college degree to make sure you put

yourself in the best possible competi-

tive position. 

According to the Bureau of Labor

and Statistics, translators and inter-

preters typically need at least a bach-

elor’s degree.1 Of course, many in our

profession have advanced degrees.

However, especially in the U.S., these

degrees are not necessarily in transla-

tion and interpreting. In Europe, things

are different, as translation and inter-

preting degrees are offered at many

universities, so it seems to me that a

large percentage of translators and

interpreters who work professionally in

Europe have degrees in translation and

interpreting.

Which one is better, a translation

or interpreting degree, or a degree 

in another field, perhaps in your area

of specialization? Or is it best to 

have both? That is a topic for 

another column.

Now, is a degree strictly necessary

to work as a translator or interpreter?

No. Ours is a fairly unregulated

industry and there are no hard educa-

tional guidelines, as opposed to, say,

lawyers, who need to have a JD (or an

LLM if they are coming from another

country) to sit for the bar exam. Not

so for translators and interpreters.

However, I only know a few suc-

cessful interpreters (and no transla-

tors) who do not hold a college

degree. The reality is that few profes-

sional jobs in this economy are open

to non-college graduates, even though

ours technically is. Newcomers to the

profession have to compete with col-

leagues who might have more than 20

years of experience and hold graduate

degrees, so any newcomer is well

advised to have as much preparation

as possible. Essentially, it all comes

down to skills, but to break into the

industry, a college degree and top-

notch language skills are probably the

minimum requirement to make any

newcomer competitive.

I did some soul-searching and

asked myself: would I work with 

(= outsource projects to) a colleague

who did not have a college degree?

This is a tough question, and the

answer is probably not, as I have a

long list of colleagues with impressive

credentials to whom I am more likely

to outsource. Would I immediately dis-

count someone without a college

degree? Not really, but it would not

make any sense for me to work with

someone I do not know (which I never

do) and someone who has less educa-

tion than everyone else on my list. I

am usually especially puzzled by those

who are one class or a few credits

away from finishing their degrees. Of

course, oftentimes life can get in the

way of finishing a degree, but, unfor-

tunately, in education things are black

or white in terms of credentials. Either

you have a degree or not (there is no

such thing as an almost-degree). While

I do not want to draw general conclu-

sions on someone’s work ethic based

on whether or not one has a college

degree, having a few letters after your

name does show dedication and

stamina, which are important in our

industry and any other. 

Ultimately, you have to convince

your clients that you are the right

translator or interpreter for them, and

having as much to back up your

skills as possible is key. A degree is

one of these elements. While it is not

impossible to succeed in this busi-

ness without a college degree, I

would say it is probably the excep-

tion rather than the norm.  n

Note
1. Occupational Outlook Handbook,

Bureau of Labor Statistics,

www.bls.gov/ooh/media-and-

communication/interpreters-and-

translators.htm.
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